Wrinkled-graphene enriched MoO3 nanobelts with increased conductivity and reduced stress for enhanced electrochemical performance.
MoO3 has long suffered from poor conductivity and cyclability, which limit its high rate performance and ultralong cycling ability. Increasing the electronic conductivity with electron pathways of cathode materials can effectively enhance the lithium storage properties with stable cyclability and rate capability theoretically. Here the MoO3-reduced graphene oxide (rGO) hybrid nanobelts were designed and prepared and were tested as cathode materials for lithium batteries. It is demonstrated that the rGO is wrinkled and twisted around MoO3 nanobelts after reacting under high temperature and pressure conditions. The unique morphology of rGO, which has continuous electron pathways and stress buffering effects, endows the MoO3-rGO hybrid nanobelts with significantly increased rate capability and cycling ability. Meanwhile, it is demonstrated that MoO3-rGO hybrid nanobelts are promising cathode materials for use in rechargeable lithium batteries and our synthesis strategy is also versatile for exploiting advanced materials for Li-ion batteries.